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Theme of the Course and Objectives 
 

Plagued by war, instability and poverty, Africa is often considered a land of hopelessness. 
Yet Africa is in a process of transition, a continent of growing strategic importance to the U.S. and a 
land with considerable variation in political and economic success. The course is an introduction to 
the politics of sub-Saharan Africa. To understand the continent‟s current challenges, we will examine 
the nature and legacies of colonial rule, including colonial mark on the politics of ethnicity. We will 
then focus on the rise of authoritarianism in Africa in the 1970s and 1980s and one-party rule. Next, 
we examine the success and failure of democratization that is sweeping across the land today, 
focusing in particular on the impact of international community on democratic transitions. We also 
embark on the quest to understand the continent‟s struggle with poverty and debt. Lastly, we will 
devote considerable attention to understanding some of the biggest obstacle to Africa‟s stability, 
including state collapse, wars, corruption, while contemplating the future that lies ahead. 

 
At the end of the course, students will gain a much deeper understanding of African politics, 

including the continent‟s successes and its ongoing struggles. Stereotypes will be abolished as 
students begin to uncover the diversity and complexity of issues. Students will be able to engage in 
intelligent discussions about African politics and learn to critically evaluate current developments in 
the region. In addition to learning about general trends in African politics, students will become 
experts on a country of their choice as they embark on a semester-long project, making political 
assessments and proposing practical solutions to problems.  
 
Required Readings 
 
1)   Harbeson, John W. and Donald Rothchild (2008). Africa in World Politics: Reforming Political Order. 
Boulder, Co.: Westview. 4th Edition 
 
2)   Maskalyk, James (2009). Six Months in Sudan: A Young Doctor in a War-Torn Village. New York: 
Random House. 
 
4)   Additional readings can be accessed from the library‟s online resources (* denotes library access), 

while others I will email to you directly. 
 
Autesserre, Severine (2007). “D.R. Congo: Explaining Peace Building Failures, 2003-2006,” Review 
 of African Political Economy, 34,13, 423-441.  
 
Bekerie, Ayele (2009). “Democratic Governance in Africa: Ghana as a Beacon of Hope 
 And Success,” Tadias Magazine, April 21. 
 (access directly from the link on the syllabus) 
 
Black, Andrew (2009). “Weapons for Warlords: Arms Trafficking in the Gulf of Aden,” 

mailto:elr412@lehigh.edu


 Terrorism Monitor Volume, 7, 17. 
 (access directly  from the link on the syllabus) 
 
Bratton, Michael and Nicolas van de Walle (1997). Democratic Experiments in Africa. 
 New York: Cambridge University Press, ch. 3.  
 
Carbone, Giovanni (2008). No-Party Democracy? Ugandan Politics in Comparative 
 Perspective. Boulder, Colorado: Lynne Rienner, ch. 1 & 3.  
 
Chabal, Patrick and Jean-Pascal Daloz (1999). Africa Works: Disorder as Political Instrument. 

Bloomington: Indiana University Press, chapter 1 
 
“Civil Society in Nigeria: Contributing to Positive Social Change,” (2008). UNDP statement  
 (access directly from the link on the syllabus) 
 
Collier, Paul and Jan Willem Gunning (1999). “Why Has Africa Grown Slowly?” Journal of 
 Economic Perspectives, 13:3 (Summer), 3-22. 
 
Doyle, Mark (2010). “Death of Nigerian Leader Exposes „Sham‟ Democracy,” BBC, May  
 10, (access directly from the link on the syllabus). 
 
Evans, Jon (2006). “What‟s Wrong with Africa?” Blog Entry, January 10, (access directly from the  
 link on the syllabus) 
 
Fussell, Adrian (2010). “As the Old Gold Coast Discovers Black Gold,” The New Black  
 Magazine, October 14 (access directly from the link on the syllabus). 
 
“Ghana Democracy and Governance Assessment,” USAID Report, August 2012 (only pages 6-24). 
 
Goldsmith, Edward (1999). “Empires Without Armies,” The Ecologist, 29,3, 154-157. 
 (access directly from the link on the syllabus) 
 
Gordon, Donald (1992). “African Politics,” in Understanding Contemporary Africa. April A.  
 Gordon and Donald L. Gordon (eds.). Boulder: Lynne Rienner Publishers, only pp.  
 63-75.  
 
Handley, Antoinette (2008). “Ghana‟s Transition to Democracy in the 1990s: Domestic 
 Politics and International Factors in Democratic Development,” Paper presented 
 at APSA   

 
Hausrmann, Ricardo (2001). “Prisoners of Geography,” Foreign Policy, 122 (Jan/ 

Feb.) 45-53. 
 

Herbst, Jeffrey (2000). States and Power in Africa: Comparative Lessons in Authority and  
 Control. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 35-96. 
 
Kumar, Ashutosh (2005). “Problems of Democratic Transition and Consolidation in  
 Nigeria: Drawing Lessons from the Democratic Experience in India,” Journal of  
 Asian and African Studies, 40,5, 371-383 only  
 
Mandle, Jay R. (2000). “Trading Up: Why Globalization Aids the Poor,” Commonweal,  



 June 2, 15-18. 
 
Martin, Meredith (2007). Mugabe. New York, NY: Public Affairs, 33-46; 77-85; 95-100; 167-189. 
 
Mulinge, Munyae and Gwen Lesetedi (1998). “Interrogating Our Past: Colonialism  and 
 Corruption in Sub-Saharan Africa,” African Journal of Political Science, 3,2, 15-28, 
 (access directly from the link on the syllabus). 
 
Nelson Mandela: The Man Behind the Symbol (Harvard Case Study), to be purchased, follow link  
 on the syllabus 
 
Norman, Andrew (2004). Robert Mugabe and the Betrayal of Zimbabwe. Jefferson, N.Carolina: 

McFarland & Company, google books, 47-59. 
 
Nossiter, Adam (2012). “In Nigeria, A Deadly Group‟s Rage Has Local Roots,” The New York  
 Times, February 25 (access directly from the link on the syllabus). 
 
Polgreen, Lydia (2006). “Money and Violence Hobble Democracy in Nigeria,” The New  
 York Times, November 24 (access directly from the link on the syllabus). 
 
Posner, Daniel (2004). “The Political Salience of Cultural Differences: Why Chewas and  
 Tumbukas are Allies in Zambia and Adversaries in Malawi,” American Political 
 Science Review, 98,4, 539-545. 
 
Reno, William (1998). Warlord Politics and African States. Boulder, Colo.: Lynne Rienner., 
 Ch.4. 
 
Yunus, Muhammad (1997). “Empowerment of the Poor,” The Humanist, July, 25-28. 
  
 
 
Students are strongly encouraged to follow news pertaining to Africa. The Economist has a good 
weekly coverage of African politics. You may also find it useful to browse BBC Africa and 
AfricaNews.com. 
 
Course Requirements 
 

Students will be responsible for reading the assigned material before each class and 
discussing some of the readings during the lecture. We will have two exams consisting of multiple-
choice, definition, short-answer, and essay questions. You will have two additional assignments. 
Finally, you are responsible for attendance and participation in class discussions and one geography 
quiz. 
 
 
Midterm         22% 
Final Exam         25% 
Assignment #1: Political Assessment or Development Project  30% 
Assignment #2: Simulation Activity      10%               
Participation (attendance/class discussions)     10%  
Map Quiz           3% 
 



 
Exams:  Multiple-choice, definition, short answer, and essay 
 
Assignments:  In the first assignment, you will become an expert on a country of your choice. You 
will follow major developments related to your country and do regular readings to familiarize 
yourself with your country. You will have a choice for this assignment. You can select option 1 and 
write a political and economic assessment of your country and prognosis for the next 10 years. OR 
you can select option 2 and identify a problem that is currently a challenge to your country and 
propose a solution. Option 2 is a more creative assignment because you will be proposing an idea to 
solve a problem. Your idea must be novel and you may not use an idea proposed by another 
scholar/politician, etc. Option 2 is slightly more challenging but also more rewarding. If you choose 
to pursue option 2, you may earn a maximum of 105 points. If you choose option 1, you may earn a 
maximum of 100 points.  The paper, approximately 8-10 pages in length, requires external research 
on your country of choice and regular news following.  
 
In the second assignment, you will participate in a simulation activity about international relations of 
Africa. You will be assigned a role and will write a short report about your strategies in the 
simulation. Our simulation activity will be conducted online, and there is a small fee ($12) to 
purchase the simulation activity for each participant. More information to follow later in the 
semester. 
 
Attendance and Participation:   You are asked to come to class and actively participate during our 
discussions. Please read the assigned material before each class so that we can have a lively exchange 
of ideas. You may miss up to two classes without any penalty. Each class you miss after that will 
result in a three-point deduction from your participation grade. 
 
Extra Credit:  Interested students may earn up to 2 points of extra credit that will be added to the 
final average. You may choose two options for your extra credit. Option 1, the good-dead credit: 
when you perform an act of good deed related to Africa, you can earn up to 2 points depending on 
the deed. Some examples of good deeds may include writing a letter to a Congressman that raises 
awareness about a specific problem facing a country or the continent and collecting signatures, 
organizing an event for the student body, providing help to a refugee from Africa, etc. Option 2: the 
film credit: you may choose to watch a film about any topic related to Africa and write a two-page 
critical analysis of the film through the lens of the issues/problems we covered in class. The film 
analysis should include only brief summary of the movie, the rest should concentrate on critical 
analysis: What is the deeper meaning of the film? How does it portray Africa? What does it 
accomplish and fail to deliver? Etc. Extra credit must be completed before the start of the reading week, no extra 
credit will be accepted after this time. You are allowed to do one extra credit only. 
 
Grade Assignment:  
 

A     94-100         B+  87-89          C+     77-79             D+     67-69 
A-     90-93         B 84-86        C    74-76             D       64-66         
           B-   80-83        C-      70-73            D-     60 -63      F<60 

 
Class Rules: 
 
 

1) Exams and assignments are to be turned in on the assigned dates. No make ups will be 
allowed unless an emergency occurs and is properly documented (for example, a doctor‟s 
note is provided). Attendance and participation during simulation activity and book 



discussion are MANDATORY. Failure to attend during our book discussion will result 
in a 10-point deduction from your final participation grade. Failure to attend during the 
simulation will result in major grade deduction (15 points per missed session).  

 
2) Please act respectfully towards the instructor and other students. Talking, sleeping, 

texting, etc. in class distracts everyone from learning. I trust that you will show respect to 
all around you. Students who are disrespectful towards the professor and other students 
will be asked to leave the classroom.   

 
3) Students must be aware of university rules concerning cheating and plagiarism. Please 

see university website if you have questions about what constitutes plagiarism. 
 

4) Students who wish to use a laptop in class to take notes may do so only for that purpose. 
You are not allowed to browse the internet, check e-mail, and chat during class.  

 
5) Failure to turn in any of the assignments or take any of the exams will constitute grounds 

for a failing grade in the course. Failure to attend any of the simulation sessions will 
result in a failing grade as well. 

 
6) Assignments should be turned in at the beginning of class. Late papers will be penalized 

in the following manner: ten points will be deducted per day for any paper that is not 
turned in at the beginning of class. Please do not email your papers or drop them in the 
office (unless previously consulted with me) but bring them to class.  Thank you. 

 
7) Students dissatisfied with their grade shall not discuss their exam/paper grades with the 

professor immediately after the exams/papers are returned. If you wish to speak with me 
regarding your grade, you must wait 48 hours and then make an appointment to see me 
during office hours. Pressuring the professor to increase your grade constitutes a form of 
unprofessional behavior and will not be accepted. I reserve the right to dismiss any 
student from the course permanently if a student threatens, pressures, or tries to bully 
the professor. 

 
8) Students with disabilities who are enrolled in this course and who will be  

requesting documented disability-related accommodations are encouraged to make an 
appointment with the Office of Disability Services during the first week of classes. After 
approval for accommodations is granted, please submit your accommodations letter to 
me as soon as possible. 

 
 

Course Schedule 
Week 1  
 
  Mon. August 27 
 

I. Introduction: Course Outline & Overview  
 
 
  Wed. August 29 
 
     II.       The Significance of Studying African Politics and Development 

 



a) What is the geopolitical importance of Africa to the world, especially to the United 
States? 

b) Trends in African politics and development: the good and the bad 
c) What to expect in the future? 

  
Evans, http://blog.rezendi.com/2006/01/whats-wrong-with-africa.html; Harbeson & 
Rothchild, 3-15 

 
Week 2 
 
 
     Mon. September 3 

 
       III.      Pre-Colonial Africa and the Onset of Colonialism 

 
a) How did political structures look like in Africa before the arrival of colonial powers?  
b) How did such structures interact with new realities of colonial systems? 

 
Herbst, 35-96 and google books (35-58, I will email it to you; the rest from google books 
online) 

 
    Wed. September 5 
 

IV. Consolidation of Colonialism, Its Legacy, and Independence 
 

a)  Understanding the impact of colonialism on the continent‟s economy, politics, and 
culture  

b) Differentiating between the good and the bad outcomes of colonialism 
c) The rise of independence movements in the 1950s and 60s. 
 
Harbeson & Rothchild, 19-35 

Week 3 
 
   Mon. September 10 
 

V. Military and Authoritarian Rule 
 

a) What explains the rise of military and authoritarian rule in Africa? 
b) Why have coups plagued the continent after decolonization? 
c) What was the impact of military rule on Africa‟s development? 
d) What is the legacy of personal rule? 
 
Chabal and Daloz, chapter 1; Gordon, 63-75 (I will email both to you) 
 

   Wed. September 12 
 
                    Film: Lumumba, Part 1 
       
 
Week 4 
 

http://blog.rezendi.com/2006/01/whats-wrong-with-africa.html


   Mon. September 17     
 
                    Film: Lumumba, Part 2    (MAP QUIZ) 
 
                   
  Wed. September 19 
 
     VI.       Democratic Transitions: Theoretical Explanations 

 

a) How do we explain the decline of military rule? 

b) How do we situate individual, domestic, and international factors in our analysis of 
democratization? Are some factors more important than others in the African 
context? How do these factors interact? 

 
      Bratton and Van De Walle, 97-122 (I will email it to you) 
 

Week 5 
 
 

   Mon. September 24 
 

VII.    Democratic Transitions: Institutional Designs, No-Party “Democracy,” and 
    Quality of Reforms 

 
b) How do we know when a state is really a democracy? Can a no-party state be  

considered a democracy as seen in Uganda before 2006? 

c) Why have some states adopted parliamentary systems while others have chosen 
presidential ones? To what extent is this distinction important? 

d) Why have some states in Africa progressed faster in adopting democratic institutions 
than others? Why has the quality of political reforms varied?  And what is the 
implication of these divergent trajectories? 

 
                Harbeson & Rothchild, 109-138 (skim); Carbone, 1-24 & 49-76 (I will email both to you)  
 
   Wed. September 26 

 
             Q & A Session on Creative and Analytical Assignment 
 
 

Week 6 
 
   Mon. October 1 
 

VIII. Democratic Transitions: Understanding and Evaluating Nigeria‟s 
Troubled Democracy—Case Study   

 

a) Is Nigeria a democracy? Which political features challenge the notion of democracy 
in Nigeria and which sustain it? 

b) How do we explain Nigeria‟s transition from military rule to democracy?  



c) What are the biggest challenges facing Nigeria in its quest for democratic 
consolidation? 

    
    Polgreen, http://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/24/world/africa/24nigeria.html, 
    Kumar, 371-383 (I will email it to you) 
               UNDP statement,  
                     http://content.undp.org/go/newsroom/2008/may/civil-society-in-nigeria--

contributing-to-positive-social-
change.en;jsessionid=amstdm9wen1h?categoryID=349800&lang=en, 

              Doyle, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/8672294.stm 

              Nossiter, http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/26/world/africa/in-northern-nigeria-boko-

haram-stirs-fear-and-sympathy.html?pagewanted=all 
 
   Wed. October 3  
  

IX.  Democratic Transitions: Understanding the Success Stories—the Case of Ghana 
 

a) How did Ghana transition to democracy? 

b) Why is Ghana considered among the more successful democracies in  
Africa? 

c) In what respect is Ghana‟s democracy stronger than that of Nigeria‟s? What explains 
the difference? 

d) What is the future of Ghana‟s democracy? What are the challenges? 
 
             

 USAID Report, 6-24 (I will email it to you) 
 Fussell, http://www.thenewblackmagazine.com/view.aspx?index=2458 

 
              Handley, 1-45(skim; I will email it to you) 
 
              Bekerie, http://www.tadias.com/2009/04/21/democratic-governance-in-africa-ghana-as-a-

beacon-of-hope-and-success/ 
        
 Week 7 
 
     Mon. October 8 
 
               Pacing Break—No Class 
 
 
     Wed. October 10 
 
               Midterm  
 
 
Week 8 
 
    Mon. October 15 
 

X.        The Challenges to Democratization and Stability I: The Problem of Corruption,    

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/24/world/africa/24nigeria.html
http://content.undp.org/go/newsroom/2008/may/civil-society-in-nigeria--contributing-to-positive-social-change.en;jsessionid=amstdm9wen1h?categoryID=349800&lang=en
http://content.undp.org/go/newsroom/2008/may/civil-society-in-nigeria--contributing-to-positive-social-change.en;jsessionid=amstdm9wen1h?categoryID=349800&lang=en
http://content.undp.org/go/newsroom/2008/may/civil-society-in-nigeria--contributing-to-positive-social-change.en;jsessionid=amstdm9wen1h?categoryID=349800&lang=en
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/8672294.stm
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/26/world/africa/in-northern-nigeria-boko-haram-stirs-fear-and-sympathy.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/26/world/africa/in-northern-nigeria-boko-haram-stirs-fear-and-sympathy.html?pagewanted=all
http://www.thenewblackmagazine.com/view.aspx?index=2458
http://www.tadias.com/2009/04/21/democratic-governance-in-africa-ghana-as-a-beacon-of-hope-and-success/
http://www.tadias.com/2009/04/21/democratic-governance-in-africa-ghana-as-a-beacon-of-hope-and-success/


Leadership, and Warlord Politics 
 

a) What facilitates the rise of corrupt leaders? To what extent is corruption „inherited‟ 
from colonial practices, and to what extent is it a product of existing institutional 
design? 

b) What explains the emergence of warlord politics and weak states, and how are 
external factors sustaining such a divergent form of political authority? 

 
Mulinge and Lesetedi, 1-14, 
http://archive.lib.msu.edu/DMC/African%20Journals/pdfs/political%20science/volu
me3n2/ajps003002003.pdf 
 
Reno, 113-141 (I will email it to you) 
 

    Wed. October 17 
 

XI.        Case Study: Comparing and Contrasting Successful & Failed Leadership—the  
                                           Case of Nelson Mandela and Robert Mugabe 

 
Nelson Mandela: The Man Behind the Symbol (Harvard Case Study),  
http://www.ksgcase.harvard.edu/casetitle.asp?caseNo=1337.0; 
Norman, google books, 47-59;  
Martin, 33-46; 77-85; 95-100; 167-189 (I will email it to you) 
 
 

Week 9 
 
     Mon. October 22 
 

XII.         The Challenges to Stability II: The Politics of Ethnicity  
 

a) What are some ways in which ethnicity and religion have manifested themselves in 
African politics? Is this a new phenomenon?  

b) Why have some multi-ethnic societies experienced violence during political reforms 
while others have remained peaceful? 

c) To what extent are ethnicities fixed or open to change? What does this imply for 
African politics, development, and ways in which citizens adapt to changing realities 
of life?   

 
Posner, 529-45* 

 
    Wed. October 24 
 

XIII.      The Challenges to Stability III: Civil Wars and State Building 
 

a) Why does Africa have so many civil wars and how does the extent of such conflicts 
compare to other regions? 

b) Why are many of the conflicts protracted, and what could be done to bring them to 
an end? 

c) What has been the role of foreign powers in sustaining some of the conflicts? 

http://archive.lib.msu.edu/DMC/African%20Journals/pdfs/political%20science/volume3n2/ajps003002003.pdf
http://archive.lib.msu.edu/DMC/African%20Journals/pdfs/political%20science/volume3n2/ajps003002003.pdf
http://www.ksgcase.harvard.edu/casetitle.asp?caseNo=1337.0


d) Why have states with abundant resources experienced some of the worst conflicts on 
the continent? 

e) What can be done to maintain peace after the war ends? 
 

   Haberson & Rotchild, 241-270; Black, 
http://www.jamestown.org/single/?no_cache=1&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=35148 

 

 
Week 10 
 
 
    Mon. October 29 
 
                     No Class—Professor at a Conference 
 
 
    Wed. October 31 
    

XIV. The Challenges to Stability IV: Human Rights— “Mugabe and the White African,”  
Movie  

 
       
Week 11 
 
   Mon. November 5 
 

  
XV. The Trouble with the Congo: Local Violence and the Failure of International 

                  Peacebuilding—Case Study of Post-Conflict Reconstruction in Africa 
 
       Autesserre, 1-20 (I will email it to you) 
 
   Wed. November 7 
 
      

 XVI.  Daily Life in Africa‟s Conflict Zone: Book Discussion—Six Months in Sudan 
 
 
Week 12  
 
    Mon. November 12 and Wed. November 14 
 
        

XVII. The Challenges to Stability V: Economic Development: Understanding Poverty   
& Debt in Africa 

 
a) Why are so many states in Africa poor? 

 b) How do domestic policies, colonial legacy, and external factors affect the continent‟s 
economic growth? 

 c)  When do structural adjustment programs work and when do they fail?  
 To what extent are these programs appropriate and if so is timing important? 

http://www.jamestown.org/single/?no_cache=1&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=35148


 d)  The impact of globalization and geography on trade and growth 
 e)  Potential solutions 
 

 
        Harbeson and Rothchild, 39-70, 190-210; Collier and Gunning, 3-22*; Goldsmith,  

http://end-of-empires-south-east-asia.wikispaces.com/file/view/Empires+Without+Armies.pdf; 
 Mandle, * 
            Yunus, 25-28*; Hausmann, 45-53* 
 
  
Week 13 
 
   Mon. November 19 
 

XVIII.        Africa and the World: U.S. and China Engagement  
 

a) What are the likely consequences of China‟s involvement in Africa? Is such an 
engagement a new form of neocolonialism, as some have argued? 

b) What is U.S. policy towards Africa? What are the goals behind such policies and 
what do they seek to accomplish? Are these policies more likely to help or hurt 
Africa? 

c) The war on terror and strategic significance 
 

Harbeson and Rothchild, 323-340, 276-302  
 
 
     Wed. November 21 
 
                Thanksgiving Break 
 
 
Week 14 & Week 15 
 
       Mon. November 26, Wed. November 28, Mon. December 3, Wed. December 5 
 
              
          XIX.    Simulation Activity: International Relations of Africa 
 
 
                        Paper Due Wed. November 28 
  
 
 
 

http://end-of-empires-south-east-asia.wikispaces.com/file/view/Empires+Without+Armies.pdf

